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WHEAT
Wheat started the week by opening the overnight session with gains due 
to technical buying.  But wheat was unable to hold on and slipped to trade 
mixed.  Light support continued to come from drought concerns in the Black 
Sea region.  Reports of lower than expected yields and larger abandonment 
also added support.  Late session selling pressure spilled over from the 
lower corn and soybean complex, as well as from position squaring ahead 
of Tuesday’s Crop Production report.

In Tuesday’s session wheat opened the overnight session with gains but 
traded in a sloppy fashion throughout the early part of the session.  The 
sloppy start was due to unchanged spring wheat conditions and a 1% increase 
in winter wheat conditions.  But trading was quiet ahead of the release of 
USDA’s June Crop Production report which was overall friendly wheat.

On Wednesday, wheat opened the overnight session lower and extended 
losses.  There seems to be more friendly news for wheat than bearish, but yet 
the market sold off.  In world news, Australia lowered their wheat production 
estimate to 21.9 MMT vs USDA’s 24.0 MMT.  Weather forecasts for the Black 
Sea region remain hot and dry.  Pressure was due to harvest progress as 
combines are moving across the Southern Plains.  Initial yields have been 
disappointing, but as combines move, yields are improving.  Informa is 
estimating spring wheat acreage at 12.177 million vs USDA’s 12.627 million.

Wheat opened lower and extended losses on Thursday.  Again friendly news 
is being reported yet this market sold off hard. Australia drought concerns 
continue with reports of this being the driest year since 1902.  But the selling 
pressure in the other grains proved to be too much for wheat to overcome.  
Since May 29, Sept MW has dropped 65 cents and is sitting at April lows.

USDA’s June Crop Production report was neutral for old crop wheat.  As 

expected USDA cut old crop exports by 10 MB, reducing exports to 900 MB. 
Old crop stocks are at 1.08 BB vs expectations of1.078 BB.  

New crop wheat numbers were bullish.  USDA increased wheat yields 0.1 
bu. which caused production to increase 6 MB, now estimated at 1.827 
BB vs expectations of 1.813 BB.  This plus 10 MB higher beginning stocks 
resulted in a 16 MB increase in supply.  USDA increased wheat exports 25 
MB.  The net result was a 9 MB cut in wheat ending stocks, now estimated 
at 946 MB vs expectations of 958 MB.  

As of June 10, the US winter wheat crop was 91% headed vs 83% last week 
and 90% average.  Harvest was estimated at 14% complete vs 5% last week 
and 10% average.  Winter wheat conditions increased 1%, to 38% g/e, 27% 
fair, and 35% p/vp.  

Spring wheat is 94% emerged vs 81% last week and 89% average.  Spring 
wheat’s crop condition rating is unchanged at 70% g/e, 27% fair, and 3% p/
vp.  ND’s durum crop is 86% emerged vs 65% last week and 76% average.  
Jointing was at 26% vs 8% last week and 19% average.  Durum’s crop condition 
rating improved 3% to be at 69% g/e, 29% fair, and 2% p/vp.

The first wheat export shipments pace for the 2018 crop year was estimated at 
13.6 MB and sales were reported at 11.1 MB.  After 1 week, wheat shipments 
were at 1% of expectations while sales were at 18% of expectations (vs 
5-year average of 26%).  With 51 weeks left in wheat’s export marketing 
year, shipments need to average 18.4 MB and sales need to average 15.4 
MB to make USDA’s projection of 950 MB.

For the week, July MW was at $5.7075 down 21.75 cents, Sept MW was at 
$5.81 down 23 cents, July Chicago was at $4.995 down 20.5 cents, and July 
KC was at $5.1975 down 18.5 cents.



CORN
Corn began the week by opening the overnight session mixed but sold 
off during the day session to end with solid losses.  Early support came 
from technical buying as traders tried to correct an oversold market 
condition.  The morning’s export inspections report added strength as 
it came in close to expectations.  But improving weather conditions and 
reports of good rain amounts in most of the Northern Plains and Corn 
Belt limited session gains.

On Tuesday corn opened higher overnight with early support coming from 
technical buying as corn is extremely oversold and in need of a technical 
correction.  Corn has slipped to lows not seen since the beginning of the 
year which means there is no weather premium built into the market at 
this time.  Early support was due to Monday’s 1% decline in crop ratings.  In 
world news, Brazil officials are now estimating their corn crop at 85 MMT vs 
89.5 MMT in May, matching USDA’s new estimate of 85 MMT.  Mexico was 
in and bought 152 MMT of US corn overnight with 114 MMT old crop and 
38 MMT new crop.  USDA’s June Crop Production report was bullish corn.

In Wednesday’s session corn opened lower in the overnight session but 
managed to trade on the plus side for a short time before slipping lower 
into the close.  Early selling pressure spilled over from the lower soybeans 
and wheat.  Light selling was tied to concerns that USDA’s demand estimates 
might be unrealistic if the US gets into a trade war.  Losses were kept in check 
by ideas that corn could see yields slip slightly, and if it does, stocks-to-use 
has potential to tighten to be near the third tightest on record.  Informa is 
estimating corn acreage at 88.706 million, an increase of 680,000 above 
March’s estimate.  Corn has no weather premium and with the temps over 
100 in the forecast for this weekend in IA it seems likely some premium 
will be worked back into the market this week.

On Thursday corn opened lower in the overnight session and extended 
session losses throughout the day.  Early selling was tied to Informa’s higher 
than expected planted acreage estimate.  In addition, traders think USDA 
is underestimating corn’s yield, which some have as high as 180 bu. due 
to the good growing conditions and high crop condition ratings.  Losses 
were attempted to be held in check by from the morning’s strong export 
sales report which came in above expectations.  China is continuing to 
sell corn out of its state reserve selling 1.68 MMT or 42% of the amount 
offered.  Corn traded near its contract high May 29 and since that date 
has dropped close to 44 cents, hitting levels not seen since Feb.  This has 

virtually removed all weather premium, which in mid-June seems odd when 
corn still has to go through its most critical crop development stage.

USDA’s June Crop Production report was bullish old crop corn.  In the report 
USDA decreased imports by 5 MB and increased exports 75 MB.  The net 
result was an 80 MB decrease in ending stocks, now estimated at 2.1 BB vs 
expectations of 2.162 BB (60 MB lower than expected).  

For new crop corn the 80 MB lower old crop stocks followed over and was 
slightly offset by a 25 MB decrease in feed demand and added to a 50 MB 
increase in ethanol demand.  The net result, corn’s ending stocks estimate 
dropped 105 MB to 1.577 BB, vs expectations of 1.65 BB (73 MB lower than 
expected).  The nation average price increased 10 cents to $3.90. 

As of June 10, corn emergence was at 94% vs 86% last week and 92% average.  
Corn’s crop condition rating dropped 1% to 77% g/e, 19% fair, and 4% p/vp.

Last week’s corn export shipments pace was estimated at 55.5 MB and 
sales were 36.9 MB.  After 40 weeks, corn shipments were at 70% of USDA’s 
expectations (vs 82% last year) while sales were at 96% of expectations (vs 
5-year average of 95%).  With 12 weeks left in corn’s export marketing year, 
shipments need to average 57.3 MB and sales need to average 7.2 MB to make 
USDA’s projections of 2.3 BB.

For the week, July corn was at $3.6125 down 16.5 cents. Dec corn was at 
$3.8275 down 15.25 cents.
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SOYBEAN
Soybeans began the week by opening the overnight session higher due to 
technical buying.  But it did not take soybeans long to run into the improving 
weather brick wall.  Soybeans are extremely oversold.  The morning’s export 
inspections estimate put last week’s soybean shipments at the high end 
of estimates, but in any event that was not enough to overcome heavy 
selling.  Monday marked the seventh straight lower close out of the last 
eight sessions.  By the close soybeans were at the lows of the session and 
below major support, a strong close is needed on Tuesday to help keep 
any recovery hopes alive.

Soybeans jumped 10 cents higher on Tuesday after the USDA report came 
out but couldn’t hold those gains and closed just slightly higher.  The report 
was friendly for old crop soybeans and bullish for new crop.  In world news, 
CONAB also updated their Brazilian soybean production estimate today to 
118 MMT (up 1 MMT from last month) which is now lower than USDA’s new 
estimate of 119 MMT.  China announced they will start auctioning their 
state-owned soybean oil reserves on June 22.

In Wednesday’s session soybeans closed sharply lower on trade worries as 
reports came out that the US may impose tariffs on Chinese products on 
Friday (the list of products was already scheduled to be released on Friday) 
and that China will retaliate by placing tariffs on US soybeans.  Informa 
expects US soybean planted acres to be at 89.902 million, which is 920,000 
acres higher than USDA’s last estimate.  With the current good growing 
conditions in most of the US, there is talk that the soybean yield could be 
as high as 52 bu/acre (USDA’s current estimate is 48.5 bu/acre).  In export 
news, USDA reported a sale of 177,000 MT of soybeans to an unknown 
destination (5,000 MT of old crop and 172,000 MT of new crop).  Argentina 
has imported 245,000 MT of soybeans from Brazil so far this year, more 
than the last seven years combined.  Soybeans are extremely oversold as 
July has lost close to $1.27 in 14 days.

Soybeans closed lower again Thursday on trade worries.  On Friday the US 
will publish a list of Chinese goods subject to 25% tariffs and it is expected 
China will retaliate immediately.  The generally favorable weather conditions 
across the US also weighed on the market.  Informa’s current estimate of 
88.902 million soybean acres and a yield of 49.5 bu/acre would result in a 
record crop of 4.41 BB, 129 MB higher than USDA’s current estimate.  Old 
crop soybean exports sales at 19.1 MB were above market expectations 
and the highest in 8 weeks.  China sold 192,324 MT of soybeans from their 
state reserves today (64% of the offered amount).  The NOPA crush report 

is due out Friday with estimates at 165.1 MB.  After hitting contract highs on 
May 29 ($10.605) Nov soybeans have dropped $1.105 and are sitting at levels 
not seen since August.

USDA’s June Crop Production report was friendly for old crop soybeans.  Crush 
was increased 25 MB and ending stocks at 505 MB were 15 MB lower than the 
average trade estimate.  As for new crop, the report was bullish.  Beginning 
stocks were lowered 25 MB, crush was increased 5 MB and ending stocks at 
385 MB were 38 MB lower than expected.  Both old and new crop world ending 
stocks were increased by 0.3 MMT with old crop at 92.5 MMT and new crop 
at 87.0 MMT.  As for South American production, USDA raised Brazil from 117 
MMT to 119 MMT and decreased Argentina from 39 MMT to 37 MMT.

As of June 10, soybean planting progress was estimated at 93% vs 87% last 
week and 85%.  Emergence is at 83% vs 68% last week and 69% average.  
Soybeans crop condition rating dropped 1% to 74% g/e, 22% fair, and 4% p/vp.

Last week’s soybean export shipments pace was estimated at 23.7 MB and sales 
were at 19.1 MB.  After 40 weeks, soybean shipments were at 84% of USDA’s 
expectations (vs 93% last year) while sales were at 100% of expectations (vs 
5-year average of 100%).  With 12 weeks left in soybean’s export marketing 
year, shipments need to average 26.8 MB and sales need to average 157,199 
bushels to make USDA’s projections of 2.065 BB.

For the week, July soybeans were at $9.055 down 63.75 cents.  Nov soybeans 
were at $9.305 down 59.2 cents.  July soybean meal was at $338.90 down $18.90.
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CATTLE
Cattle traded lower this week posting large losses to start the week 
while the market traded with minor losses during the middle of 
the week.  Cattle were able to start the week higher with support 
spilling over from reports of a strong cash trade toward the end 
of the last week.  Light support came from lighter than expected 
slaughter runs as feedlots have continued to pull cattle ahead.  But 
once trade talk started to enter into the pit, cattle started to fade.  A 
lower boxed beef market and lack of a cash trade added pressure.  
Expectations for large numbers of cattle coming to slaughter, which 
seasonally this is the time of year when slaughter runs increase, 
added pressure.

Losses were kept in line during the middle of the week with support 
coming from Tuesday’s Crop Production report, which is estimating 
2018 beef production at 27.15 billion pounds, a decrease of 90 million 
pounds from May.  A sharply lower performance in the grains also 
added some support to the cattle.  But the lack of a cash trade kept 
cattle on the negative side.  The FCE Auction had 596 head offered 
for sale but no sales were reported with most turning down $110 
to $112 offers.

Heavy selling returned to the cattle on Thursday with pressure 
spilling over from trade concerns as beef is one of the items China 
will retaliate against the US with in the trade war.    The lack of a cash 
trade added pressure.  Feedlots continue to pull cattle ahead and 
are keeping lots extremely current.  Cashes $10 premium to futures 

is helping feedlots stay on track.  This is also helping to alleviate the 
potential back log of cattle that needs to come to town.  

Feeder cattle mirrored the fat cattle market this week, trading with 
triple digit losses to start and end the week while posting minor 
losses during the middle of the week.  Looses were kept in check by 
a sharply lower grain complex, but not enough to overshadow the 
selling from the lower live cattle.  

As of June 10, pasture and range conditions were rated at 49% g/e, 
32% fair, and 19% p/vp, down 1% from last week.

For the week, June live cattle was at $108.45 down $1.575 while August 
feeders were at $147.975 up 70 cents.        
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CANOLA/SUNFLOWER
Canola started the week by closing lower with small losses across the board.  
Early selling pressure spilled over from the lower US soybean complex.  
Improving weather conditions in the US and Canada added pressure.  Losses 
were kept in check by at lower Canadian dollar.

On Tuesday canola began the day trading close to unchanged but then 
went higher when the USDA report came out.  Estimated lower stocks of 
soybeans was supportive for canola.  The trade is concerned about crop 
conditions in Western Canada; some areas have received too much rain 
and other parts are very dry.  Manitoba reported they have 99% of their 
canola crop planted and conditions are generally good.  Gains were limited 
by concerns that the US soybean crop will be huge due to good current 
growing conditions.

Canola closed lower on Wednesday due to spillover pressure from the 
sharply lower soybean market.  Losses were also due to bearish technical 
indicators as Nov saw its weakest levels in three months.  Generally favorable 
growing conditions also weighed on values.

In Thursday’s session canola followed the soybean market lower to start 
the day but then rebounded and finished higher on the Canadian dollar 
dropping more than half of a cent.  Ideas that recent losses were overdone 
also helped the market bounce back.  Uncertainly over trade hangs over 
the market as everyone is waiting to see what the US and China will do 
regarding tariffs on Friday.  Thursday’s cash canola bids in Velva were at 
$17.83 and sunflower bids in Fargo were at $18.30.

As of June 10, ND’s canola crop was 89% emerged vs 64% last week and 
77% average.  Canola’s crop condition rating increased 16% to 73% g/e, 
24% fair, and 3% p/vp.

As of June 10, sunflower planting progress was estimated at 72% vs 49% 
last week and 60% average.  ND is at 87% planted vs 67% last week and 
74% average.

For the week, July canola was up $2.50 at $520.00 while Nov was down 
$1.60 at $509.50.

RECOMMENDATIONS
2016 Corn 2016 Soybeans 2016 Wheat

100% $3.89 ave. 100% $10.39 ave. 100% $6.00 ave.

2017 Corn 2017 Soybeans 2017 Wheat

15% $3.95 4/13/17 10% $10.15 11/22/16 15% $5.65 5/1/17

10% $4.05 6/7/17          25% $9.93 10/12/17 10% $6.05 6/7/17

25% $3.64 2/7/18 40% $10.20 12/6/17 10% $6.35 6/14/17

15% $4.05 5/1/18 15% $10.35 2/21/18 15% $6.48 5/29/18

20% $4.23 5/29/19

85% 90% 50%

2018 Corn 2018 Soybeans 2018 Wheat

15% $3.94 2/7/18 15% $10.19 12/6/17 25% $6.48 5/29/18

15% $4.06 3/6/18 15% $10.30 2/21/18

10% $4.19 5/1/18 15% $10.44 3/6/18

10% $4.23 5/29/18 15% $10.47 5/29/18

50% 60% 25%
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CROP INSURANCE

Crop Hail Reminders:

• Generally crop hail coverage goes into effect 2 hours after 
the application or binder has been received by the insurance 
company.

• Most companies offer a 3% to 5% cash discount if premium 
is paid in July.

• Production hail and wind/green snap coverages have sales 
closing deadlines that vary by company.  Contact our office 
for details.

Some Popular Crop Hail Plans:

• Basic - No deductible.  Pays out at the percent of damage.

• DXS5 - 5% deductible.  Catches up (pays like Basic) at 25% 
damage.

• DDA - 10% deductible.  Catches up at 25% damage.

• Comp2 - 5% deductible.  If damage is less than 55%, pays 
(damage percent - 5%) x 2.  If damage is in excess of 55%, 
pays 100%.

• Production Hail - Production hail is designed to be coupled 
with your MPCI policy to cover the portion of the crop left 
unprotected by your MPCI policy.  Sales closing and available 
crops vary by company, but in general you can choose a 
coverage factor of 100% to 120% of your APH yield.  You can 
also choose a lower price percentage to lower the premium.
You must have a hail loss to collect.  Payment will be the lesser 
of the appraised hail loss or the actual harvested production.  

@MartinsonAg
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Prevent Plant Reminders:

As soon as the final planting date for the crop has passed, you 
may either:

• Continue to plant with a guarantee reduction of 1% per day 
(for most crops) up to 25 days

• OR quit planting and call the ground prevent plant

Prevent plant claims MUST be reported when you decide to 
quit planting.  If we don’t know about the PP acres until acreage 
reporting the PP claim will likely be denied.

@Martinson_Ag
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The acreage 
reporting deadline 

is July 15!


